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Take advantage of our summer specials, good through September 30, 2010. 
When you have a Botox Cosmetic treatment OR an injectable filler per-
formed, you will receive a free facial treatment ($95 value) with one of our 
licensed aestheticians.

If you have a Botox cosmetic treatment AND an injectable filler on the same 
day, you will be able to upgrade your free facial to a free microdermabrasion 
($150 value) treatment! 

Hallmarks of youth are full, balanced cheeks that give the face a heart 
shaped contour. During the aging process, the cheeks descend and deflate, 
giving a squared off configuration to the face with heaviness in the jowls.

The endoscopic midface lift is the ideal procedure to restore cheek fat pads 
to their youthful configuration. If one has a gaunt, thin face, cheek implants 
can be used to permanently and safely augment the upper cheeks, volumiz-
ing the face. Semi-permanent options include fat transfer, while temporary 
options include injectable fillers such as Perlane, Radiesse and Sculptra. 
Consult with one of our double board certified facial plastic surgeons to see 
which procedure is best for your face.

Take advantage of our summer injectable specials!

Purchase an Alora Ambiance Diffuser at the Face Spa!
The Alora Ambiance diffuser is an elegant Italian centerpiece and air freshener. 
This 16 ounce bottle with sticks lasts 4-6 months.

Now available for $80/bottle, The Face Spa offers Arancia scented citrus blend, 
Argume scented grapefruit/eucalyptus blend, and Isola scented gardenia/fig blend. 
If you purchase a Signature Skin moisturizer, then you can purchase a diffuser for 
$60/bottle. Call today to take advantage of this offer (239) 594-9100. 

Now Through September 30, 2010

What are the options for fuller, more youthful cheeks?
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